UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 202250
State of New Hampshire

NH-Belknap County

Alton
Stephanie Eve Chambers (BS)
Ashley Marie Pinkham (DNP)
Megan Elizabeth Welch (BS)  Magna Cum Laude

Alton Bay
Alexandra Leonore Vergara (BA)

Belmont
Marlaina Burke (BA)
Kayleigh Katherine Butler (BS)
Melody Ann Davies (BS)
Kaitlynn Mae Delisle (BS)  Cum Laude
Miriam Kafkoulas (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Angelo Raphael Papadopoulos (BS)  Summa Cum Laude

Center Barnstead
Chase Corliss (BS)
Christopher J.V. Paris (MED)
Kaitlin Sepulveda (BA)

Gilmanton
Abigail Elizabeth Fillion (BS)

Gilmanton Iron Works
Hannah Gabriell Rose Waite (BS)  Cum Laude

Laconia
Ryan Thomas Carr (BA)
Tia Lynn Delampan (MBA)
Daniel A Engelsen (BSET)
Joseph Michael Lennon (BA)
Aiden Moser (BS)
Skyler Ann Tautkus (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Rose Vaccaro (BS)  Magna Cum Laude

Meredith
Gillian Bennett (MED)
Liam Wilfred Bennett (BS)  Cum Laude
Zoe Amanda Carty (BS)
Kathryn Leslie Cohen (BS)  Cum Laude
Molly Grace George (BA)
Steven Christopher MacDonald (BA)
Juliet Minor McCruden (BS)
Morgan Grace White (BA)  Cum Laude

Northfield
Mary Elizabeth Thomas (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
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Northfield
Sanbornton
Noah Matthew Longval (BS)                        Summa Cum Laude
Nathaniel Jackson McCarvill (BSME)
Jason Alan Plant (BS)                        Summa Cum Laude

Tilton
Anthony Souliphet Syhabout (BS)                Magna Cum Laude